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About This Content

Stay sane...

The Last Breath is the first Chapter for Dead by Daylight. It provides a glimpse of the effect of insanity in its purest and most
violent form, as players gets to visit the asylum Crotus Prenn. You’ll also meet a new Killer, the Nurse, and the Survivor Nea

Karlsson.

Wretched minds, screaming in the dark can still be heard late at night. A Nurse with an equally distorted mind as those she
treated. A Survivor with catlike movements. And an asylum that nobody left sane...or alive.

The Last Breath is a FREE Chapter for Dead by Daylight and it includes a new Killer, Survivor and a map.
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Say Hi to Sally

To work close to pure insanity is something that consumes the mind – warping it into something odd and feral. Sally Smithson’s
futiles attempts to remain civilized failed, pushing her over the edge, making her “treat” several patients in a much more fatal

manner.

Tracking, Finding and Dismembering

The Nurse is a horrid creature with a power called Blink, making her able to teleport between two locations. The Nurse can only
teleport in a straight line, but teleporting can be linked – making her move across a larger area.

The Nurse also comes with 3 new Perks, emphasizing on tracking and finding Survivors.
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•Stridor - The Nurse is more sensitive to the heavy breathing of Survivors in pain.

•Thanatophobia - Survivors receive speed penalties to Sabotage, Repair and Healing for each other Survivor that’s injured,
dying or on a hook.

•A Nurse’s Calling - Survivors who are healing or are being healed are revealed to you.

Nea From Sweden

Nea had a good upbringing, in a small, rural town in Sweden. She never thought she’d be one of those with baggy pants who’s
tagging government building in the night.

But being uprooted does something to a human, and her parents weren’t that understanding to how Nea’s life changed. So Nea
fled the “normal” life her parents wanted her to live, and took refuge to the streets.

Staying Under the Radar

Nea is agile and quick. Years on skateboards and duping cops have made her beyond streetsmart, and as she’s often spending
days away from her comfortable and safe home, she’s clever than most.

Nea Karlsson comes with 3 new Perks, emphasizing on evasion and speed.

•Balanced Landing - Falling long distances doesn't make Nea lose her balance.

•Urban Evasion - As Nea is crouching, she’s faster than the regular Survivor when she moves.
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•Streetwise  - Nea’s consumption rate on items is reduced.

A Place of Screams

Crotus Prenn is a place where poor unwanted souls are gathered. Outcasts who either sought a job or delusional men and women
who were in dire need of a straightjacket.

Shock Therapy was the most popular dish to provide to the loyal customers, and ether was often administered among the staff as
everyone just tried to hold on to whatever kind of long lost hope there was.

Everyone Is Welcome at Crotus Prenn!

The Asylum is a brand new map for DEAD BY DAYLIGHT.

It’s set in the former asylum Crotus Prenn, a place filled shock therapy rooms and rotting beds. Damp mold fills the lungs of
those who enter its realms. Inside, it’s easy to start questioning everything you thought you knew about your own senses as

insanity has marinated the walls.
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Title: Dead by Daylight: The Last Breath Chapter
Genre: Action
Developer:
Behaviour Digital Inc.
Publisher:
Behaviour Digital Inc.
Release Date: 18 Aug, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: 64-bit Operating Systems (Windows 7, Windows 8 & Windows 8.1)

Processor: Intel Core i3-4170 or AMD FX-8120

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: DX11 Compatible GeForce GTX 460 1GB or AMD HD 6850 1GB

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 15 GB available space

Sound Card: DX11 compatible

English,French,Italian,German,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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dead by daylight the last breath chapter

Good game, fun with friends. :)

Edit: (31/05/2019)

The rework has now come out and the game is MUCH better. I'd really recommend it.. Pros:
-Interesting time manipulation puzzle mechanic.
-Pretty background scenes

Cons:
-Extremely buggy
-Unresponsive controls
-Weak story
-Mediocre animations
. I'm conflicted about recommending this game. The core mechanic of object hunting and dismissively wrecking the mansion is
fine. That ending though. What were the developers thinking?

Here's what I do recommend, stop playing when you unlock the lab and replace the ending with this:  The professor found is
wife's mind but her body was too decomposed to reanimate. In the lab he replaces your mind with hers. . Great game, but really,
REALLY needs some sort of ending. There did not seem to be any kind of correlation between the 3 plots. With that and a few
bugs fixed, this could be a 10/10. Ok i tried the game or Asset pack, whatever you wanna call it :)
So here we go, there are no sounds from walking, there are no sounds on picking up stuff, there are no sounds on opening or
closing doors, there are however some ambient spooky music going on.
Game is very dark but fear not, you will get a flashlight, A flashlight with very poor lasting batteries.
So what is the gameplay like. Well collect 10 Blueprints. Why? Dont know sorry.
Game wont tell your progress in this "quest" so keep track of how many you have collected your self. (I bet its impossible to
find em all anyways)
You cant run, but there is a stamina bar in the bottom of the screen, i guess its for decoration only.
I THINK there was 1 or 2 jumpscares, well the sound did something but I never saw anything.
There are no starter menu, you just play right away.
You have seen this invironment many times before if you have played just a few Indie horror games.
Oh yea also, if you run out of batteries, while looking for these blueprint you dont know what is for, you are screwed, cause you
cant see.

I think that is all. I hoped for more. Refund. They dident even try.. It's basically arcade perfection in VR. Excellent graphics,
pattern enemies, physically ducking behind crates, touching power-ups to activate them.

Just add a lot more levels, and it's perfect.. Rushed out the door with almost no features.

The way they showcase this game is completely misleading with photos showing off parts of the game which are completely
missing. Whats in this build you say?

One room and Bowling. Bowling in which you have to pay real money to play. Theres nothing here. The game clearly wasn't
ready for release you just walk around this empty room and look at signs that say "coming soon probably?"

I have no clue why they would put out a game with no features. This pretty much feels like they learned Unreal in 2 months and
then made this in 2 weeks.

Wait until this actually has features before you try.. Warfare is a Fare game. Hard but not to hard. Gives you a simulation of
what its like to be a commander. The only ploblem is that after a few min everything was fine untill it began saying "PhysX
drive" and somthing about it not working? But that was a whyle ago so im not sure if they even are going to fix it. There's finally
more than one male voice actor for all the enemies. Fantasy cozy, actually quite neat I think
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Being a lover of Platformers, Time Travel, and Indie games, I knew that I had to pick this one up when I finally discovered it.
It's a simple platform game but the puzzles involved make very challenging at times.
I have to say what I loved the most about this game was the art. I found it beautiful and I loved how detailed everything is for a
2d game. The soundtrack was a nice background to the whole game. I really liked the song they used during the credits. I think
the only downside to this game is how short it is. I would have loved to continue playing, I had a lot of fun and there were quite
a few chuckles to be had over the commentary between the two characters.
All in all it's a decent price but if you can get it on sale like I did, then it is a game I highly recommend you pick up.. DO NOT
WASTE YOUR TIME OR MONEY THIS IS JUST A WAY FOR THEM TO RIP YOU OFF AGAIN THE GAMES
TERRIBLE. This is the best motogp series I've never play, better than 17 in my opinion :). Choice of Games is always good.
I've played most of their stories
and I needed a new one
So I recommend this.
Great story
Emotional towards the character.
Overall GREAT STORY can't wait for their new book.. Basically space ship maintenance simulator. Stupid fun for such a
simple game. I always wanted to be Geordi or O'Brien and this game hits that fantasy.. A great music pack! Well worth the
asking price. Some tracks calming even some reminding me of a "Portal" esk vibe. This one is well worth picking up even if
you're searching for Myst\/Scifi Quality.

Thank you so much for this pack!. Do not buy this game. scripting doesnt seem to work so you cant get out of the starting town.
wasted my money on this one. God i miss my wife. I like myself some Penny Arcade, and this is a good addition to Dungeon
Defenders .. *logs in after five year hiatus*
*see how bad the game truly is*
*ponders to self on why enjoyment was ever recieved from said game*
*recieves an absurd amount of cancer
*logs out and goes to local hospice*
*gets chemotherapy*
*recieves bill*

$54,860

*dies*

0\/10, Would not recommend unless you want a daily dose of cancer.
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